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Brexit bites: Britons who own homes in the EU wrangle with red tape

Bureaucracy has increased for everything from taxes to tea bags

Liz Rowlinson APRIL 9 2021

For Jonathan Knight, summers will never be the same again. After 18 years of
spending four or five or six months at his villa in Oliva, on Spain’s Valencian coast,
he’s selling up. Brexit is to blame.
“Shortened summer stays just won’t match up,” says the retired microbiologist
from Cornwall. Since the end of the withdrawal agreement transition period last
year, Britons can spend only 90 days in any 180-day period without a visa.
“I will miss sharing meals with my Swedish, Dutch, French and Belgian neighbours
out there, or sharing a bottle of wine as the sun sets. My life out there is so much
more social than it is here in the UK,” he says. “I will miss it.”
Knight is considering taking advantage of the “Stanley Johnson clause” — the
exemption, named after the prime minister’s father, that permits homeowners to
visit their overseas properties to prepare them for sale or rental without incurring
the £5,000 fine for travelling abroad during lockdown. “I have a big house and
many rooms that need packing up. That might take at least two or three trips,” he
says.
Knight is not alone. Since January 1, British nationals who own homes or
businesses in the EU have had to come to terms with their new third-country
status. And while Covid-related travel restrictions have obscured or postponed
some of the unexpected realities of Brexit, issues are beginning to surface.
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April 1 marked the end of the first 90-day allowance within the Schengen area, and
already Brits without the correct residency permit who have been living in their
holiday homes in France and Spain since the beginning of the year have been asked
to get their paperwork sorted or consider leaving.
The Spanish government has said it has no plans to deport British citizens who
have made Spain their home yet never bothered to legalise their presence. But the
rush for residency papers during the pandemic and confusing Brexit rule changes
mean some EU expats have been denied access to healthcare, jobs and bank
accounts, they claim.

Long-term expats
Katie Silcox, a writer based in Athens, woke up on January 1 to find access to her
streaming services denied. It is perhaps a first-world problem, she admits. “But it
makes me feel more cut off from British popular culture. It’s something I hadn’t
even considered.” Not being able to order from some UK websites because of
shipping issues is another irksome change, and increased shipping costs from
Amazon.
This has been an issue for some of the estimated 350,000 expats in Spain used to
buying British foods in specialist shops. “We just can’t survive without PG Tips tea
bags!” says John Greenaway, who lives on the Costa del Sol. “Shelves are now
empty because goods are held up for weeks in customs.”
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He says that UK banks withdrawing their services or raising charges for Britons
based in Europe is another unpleasant reality. “People I know are being charged
€18 per transaction for bank transfers on pensions that are paid into UK bank
accounts; others have had credit cards withdrawn,” he adds.
Even those who, like him, have secured their pre-Brexit residency rights, cannot
spend more than 90 days in each 180 annually in other EU countries within the
Schengen area outside of their adopted country until they have permanent
residency in Spain (possible after five years of living there).

Business owners

For Michael Soffe, a Londoner who has been in Málaga for 30 years, loss of
working rights has added to the problems caused by coronavirus restrictions for his
wedding-planning business.
“The cost of getting a business visa for arranging a wedding in the Algarve or Italy,
for example, will mean that it might not be viable,” says the 62-year-old. A C-type
EET business working visa (90 days) will cost him €350 per person — he might
need just 10 but as many as 150 to run a wedding.
“We have also had to change to suppliers from within the EU, for fear of hefty
customs delays and heavy import duties.” One small light fixture shipped from the
UK to Spain was €250 in December and now costs €423.50.
It will also be trickier to set up a business, suggests Verity Reeve of the relocation
arm of Brittany-based estate agency LBV Immo.
“Before Brexit, Britons could just rock up in France and start a B&B or run a gîte
business. But now they will need a work visa, requiring a business plan proving
viability,” she says. “After the past few months [when coronavirus devastated
international tourism], how to prove that sufficient income can be generated
remains very unclear.”

New arrivals
For early retirees Jo and Neil, a move from Devon to Italy’s Abruzzo region in
December went remarkably smoothly — for mid-pandemic. The couple, who
declined to give their surname, love the unspoilt countryside and affordability of
the area. But they will have to balance the relatively low annual taxes for the home
they are purchasing against a higher tax rate on their three buy-to-let properties in
Devon that they will be liable for as third-country nationals (on top of tax on the
rental income).
Previously calculated on 0.76 per cent of the council tax valuation of a UK
property, the IVIE wealth tax will now be calculated on its purchase price or
market valuation. “This could raise taxes by the thousands for some,” suggests
Daniel Shillito, a wealth manager based in Milan.
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“I have a client who is moving to Italy now, but selling their UK property due to
this.” He says the property would now be liable for tax on its purchase price of
£500,000 — not the council tax band, raising the cost by £3,040.
Jo, 54, who has just had an offer accepted on a property after renting for four
months, has no regrets. “It’s not exactly the start here we imagined, but being in an
‘orange zone’ [not a higher-risk red zone] means life is not completely restricted,”
she says.

Second-home owners
“The 90/180 rule is a real pain,” says Dominic Storer, one of the estimated
500,000 British owners of second homes in the EU, many used to wintering or
summering in southern Europe, who will now need a visa. For newly retired Storer
and his wife Cath from Stratford-upon-Avon, this rules out April to October stays
at their four-bedroom farmhouse in the Charente, a rural patch of western France.
“We will just need to suck it up,” he says.
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Further worries include whether they will pay more tax on their Charentaise home
and customs duties on shipping belongings. “Suppose there’s an emergency at the
house, like a burst pipe, and we have already used up our 90 days — what happens
then?” he adds.
Owners are also worried that travelling with a dog is more complicated, says
Charles Cramailh of Leggett Immobilier Property Management. West Sussex-based
Andrew Morris, who owns a property in Languedoc-Roussillon, is one.
“Instead of just packing up the car with the dog and going off to France, prior to
each trip we will need to visit the vet to spend the best part of 30 minutes filling out
a 10-page animal health certificate that costs £100-£125.”

Unwittingly becoming tax resident in another country is something owners need to
beware of, says Gavin Scott of the Algarve office of Blevins Franks, a wealthmanagement company.
Next year, a new central database and “smart borders” system will be introduced to
track the entry/exit movements of third-country nationals into the Schengen zone
— so how many days spent in a country will not go unnoticed by the tax authorities.
“Whereas people could buy property and come and go as they pleased, leaving tax
residence issues until they’d ‘given it a go’, now they have to effectively make a
commitment and decision at the outset,” he says.
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Although it is possible to reclaim tax if you end up paying in both countries, says
Scott, “it will have a significant impact on cash flow and [will be] an expense [for
accountants] to recover.”
Golden visas — residency permits supplied with the purchase of a property of a
certain value — offer another route to unrestricted travel through Schengen for
homeowners. Michael, who declined to give his surname, spends at least six
months between a Swiss ski property and a villa in Spain. He has contemplated
applying for one but the “quagmire” of potential paperwork and tax issues is offputting.
“I think we’ll just have to get a spreadsheet and manage the 90 days,” he says. “But
right now, it seems crazy to be talking about 90 days when I’d settle for just nine!”

Michael and his wife Sue are currently stuck in the UK, partly because they are
waiting for their second Covid-19 vaccine, but also because they’re not comfortable
with exploiting the Stanley Johnson loophole. “Having said that, we may do a
‘Stanley’ if foreign travel is delayed much longer as we’re concerned that our
Spanish house has been empty since January last year,” Michael says.
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Planning to move
The fact that France has just gone into a new national lockdown is not deterring
Cheryl Peak from trying to move there as soon as she can. But sorting out a longstay visa is trickier than she thought. She and her husband have sold their property
in Cambridgeshire to retire to western France, hopefully on May 18.
“We’re ready to go, but the French consulate in London has only just reopened to
take bookings for appointments. The visa application process can take three
months,” she says. It was also a bit of shock that the most basic health insurance
policy they could find was £3,000 a year, and that it needed to be in place before
the application was made, even though they may not leave for weeks.
Both Portugal and Spain are offering visas for non-working migrants to gain
residency, provided they can prove financial sufficiency and private healthcare
cover. In Spain, the non-lucrative residence visa requires more than about €27,000
in the bank or a guaranteed monthly income of €2,259.
“Anyone reliant exclusively on a British state pension for income would not meet
the financial threshold,” says Sue Wilson, who has been living in Valencia for 14
years and chairs Bremain in Spain, a group campaigning for the rights of British
migrants. “We would never be able to afford our current lifestyle in my hometown
of Oxford.”
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Movers should also budget for higher
removals costs. The cost of moving from the
UK to the EU has risen 20 per cent due to
the extra border documentation needed,
says Liam Witham, managing director of
PSS International Removals.
In spring 2020, transferring the contents of
a three-bedroom house in London to
Bordeaux cost the owners £3,112. Last week
— and thanks to the added cost of Covid-19
testing and delays — a similar journey with
a similar load cost £4,598.

“Movers will also need to allow up to five weeks for a van of furniture to reach
France, rather than three,” says Witham.
Despite the red tape, moves to France, Spain and Italy have been continuing since
January 1, with an increase to Germany and the Netherlands, he adds. “Job offers,
a new life abroad or returning expats, the reasons for moving are the same as
before Brexit,” he says — only now they are a lot more costly and time-consuming.
Follow @FTProperty on Twitter or @ft_houseandhome on Instagram to find out
about our latest stories first
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